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1. BENCHEIT
The BENCHEIT group is one of the official task forces of EUNIS. BENCHEIT is a project group running
an annual survey of IT volumes and costs throughout European higher education institutes. BENCHEIT
is the first serious European level effort to compare IT costs and volumes throughout European
higher education institutes. Our principles are: Low (or no) cost, voluntary work, total openness with
the data for all participants, total cooperation across institutes. Universities often compete against
each other – but we do not compete in IT. This is the area to help each other!

2. KNOW YOUR NUMBERS
Every serious IT manager or IT director should of course always be interested in knowing whether the
amount of effort and money his or her institution is spending on IT is “right”. But what is “right” for
a certain size and type of institution? You only know if you compare. Previously only US based
surveys or commercial, extremely expensive surveys have been available. However, personnel costs
in USA differ really a lot from European higher education organisations´ costs, so direct comparisons
may be irrelevant. On the other hand, commercial surveys most often only measure us against
commercial companies, disregarding academic pricing models, so again we may end up comparing
our efforts with something totally different.

3. COMPARE WITH PEERS
Benchmarking is a tool for following the costs of operations and comparing it to peer institutions.
There are a lot of benefits, but maybe the most important thing is that you learn about your own (in
this case IT) environment, and understand your position amongst the competition. The knowledge of
how others are doing things can also help you see how you actually follow through your own
strategy, direct resources to the right things and improve your performance. This year almost every
Finnish HEI is participating, and we also have 13 registered European HEIs.

4. OPEN FOR EVERYONE
In Finland two pilot rounds have been done, the first in 2011 and a second in 2012. A lot of work has
been done to make the survey form easier to use and the questions easier to understand. The survey
was translated into English, because the aim from the beginning has been to open the survey to
every European HEI interested. The Bencheit project group arrange workshops, and also runs as a
helpdesk for the participants, to ensure that as many universities as possible will actually complete
the survey.
The survey is measuring costs of IT, the degree of centralisation of IT and the volumes (numbers of
workstations, servers etc). It is a valuable tool for any higher education institute CIO for positioning
and comparing one´s own organisation with peers within Europe. This round concentrates especially
on helping the institutions find peer institutions that are the most interesting to compare themselves
to.
For more information please see www.bencheit.info
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